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Committee process

Referral of a Bill to a Committee

	Briefing by relevant Department


	Workshop on a Bill


	Public hearings


	Informal consideration


	Formal consideration - 'Clause by clause'


	Adoption of report with/without amendments


Briefing by Department

	To provide background, policy direction and objectives to the legislation.


	Opportunity for Committee to ask questions on the legislation.


Public Hearings

	Provincially or at Parliament depends whether sec 75 or 76 Bill


	To get the views of the public


Input received from public

	A committee may ask the department to look at the submissions\ input from public and check which input can be accommodated into the Bill.


	The Department comes back with a Bill and report to a committee which input is accommodated into the Bill.



Deliberations on a Bill

	'Informal stage'.


	Committee discusses input received during public hearings, if any and raises questions of clarity to the Department officials and State Law Adviser. 


Formal Consideration of Bill

	After Committee has deliberated on possible amendments to the Bill.


	Committee proceeds through the Bill 'clause by clause'.


	State Law Adviser, Committee Section and Departmental Law Adviser capture the amendments discussed and adopted.


	The formal consideration of the Bill may span over a couple of days.


Report on the Bill

	Report on whether the committee adopts a Bill with or without amendments will be adopted and signed by Chairperson.


	Report published in the A TC.


	Usually adopted without the presence of the list of amendments (A list) proposed by the committee.


Effecting amendments to Bill

	State Law Adviser and Committee Section staff work together to draft the list of the amendments (A list) made by the Committee.


	How long it takes to produce the list of amendments usually depends on the nature of amendments agreed to by the Committee. 


	Incorporates the amendments to the Bill, once the list with amendments (A list) is completed (cut and paste process, using a pair of scissors, pritt and a copy of the original Bill), to create a new version of the Bill. They cut the amendments from the "A list" and paste it to the original Bill). The amendments are inserted to the relevant areas on the Bill.


	Delete some clauses or words as proposed.


	Sends the completed hard copies of amended Bill to the Printers. 

	Few copies of the new draft version (proofs) will be delivered to Parliament once ready.


	Committee Section proofreads the Bill to check whether all amendments are captured.


Proofreading of Bill

	Committee Section checks the proofs for any errors. This can be a lengthy process, and requires 2 persons to check. One will read from the A-Bill (list of amendments) and the other will check the B-Bill (amended) to confirm that the amendments have indeed been incorporated.


	The new draft version is also sent to State Law Adviser to check.


	Any errors picked up will be clearly indicated on the relevant Bills.


	The Bills with the highlighted errors will be sent back to the printers for correction and sent back for rechecking.


	Depending on the amount of errors, revised proofs or supply (a full amount of printed copies) may be requested.


Challenges

	The report is published before the Bill is finalized by the Committee because at this stage the committee has not considered the list of amendments or the amended Bill.


	The content of the report falls short on the process followed by the committee.


	When the Bill is amended by the Committee, the list of amendments is compiled by the State Law Adviser (not employed by Parliament) and the Committee Section staff.


	Roles are sometimes diffused at this stage. Some committees instruct departmental officials to draft the list of amendments to the Bill, ignoring the Parliamentary staff and Stat Law Adviser


	Committee Section receives amendments in piecemeal and that has an impact on finalization of the amendment process.


	Most committees do not consider and adopt the list of amendments before they are inserted to the original Bill to verify that they are correctly captured and that they convey the intended meaning.


	Administration is not given an opportunity to advise where necessary.


	The suspension of Rules of Parliament (three-day rule) by the Programme Committee usually happens when Parliament is under pressure to meet the deadline set for the Executive. This means that Administration is given one or two days to process amendments irrespective of the nature of amendments. This usually leads to poor quality legislation.


	Frequent changes of Parliamentary Programme (time allocated to committees).


	The manual system used to process the amendments.


	The usage of outside printers to insert the amendments electronically and to print the Bills.


	Amendments vs redrafting of a Bill. There is no clear guidelines in terms of the extent to which a Committee can amend a Bill. Extensive amendments may result in:


- Changing the initial objectives of a Bill

- Financial implications that may impede implementation

- Changing the initial tagging of a Bill.

